Topological quantum states cannot be created from a product state with constant depth local unitary circuits and are in this sense more entangled than topologically trivial states. But how entangled are they? In this paper, we quantify the entanglement in one dimensional topological states by showing that a linear depth circuit is necessary to generate them from product states. We establish such a linear lower bound for both bosonic and fermionic topological phases and use symmetric circuits for phases with symmetry. On the other hand, we show that this linear lower bound can be saturated by presenting an explicit circuit generating the topological states under consideration. This result applies to quantum circuits connecting topological states in different phases as well.
Introduction
Many-body entanglement is essential to the existence of topological order in strongly interacting systems. While the ground states of topologically trivial systems can take a simple product form, ground states of topological phases are always entangled. Entanglement is necessary for the existence of fractional excitations in intrinsic topological phases and for the gapless edge states in symmetry protected topological phases. Of course, ground states of topologically trivial phases can be entangled too. It is then natural to ask what is the essential difference between entanglement patterns that give rise to topologically trivial and nontrivial states.
Besides entanglement entropy [17, 19] and entanglement spectrum [20] which capture partial topological properties of the system, quantum circuit [22] provides a powerful tool for characterizing the entanglement patterns of topological states. Intuitively, one would expect that topological states with more complicated entanglement patterns require a larger circuit to generate. Also entanglement patterns in the same phase are similar and a smaller circuit would suffice to connect one to another while a bigger circuit is necessary to map states from one phase to another.
Indeed, it has been shown that in gapped quantum systems, two states have the same topological order if and only if they can be mapped to each other with a constant depth local quantum circuit, i.e. one with a constant number of layers of non-overlapping local unitaries [7, 15] . States with nontrivial intrinsic topological order are hence said to be long range entangled, because they cannot be mapped to a product state with a constant depth circuit. A constant depth circuit is possible for symmetry protected topological states but only if symmetry is broken. If only symmetric operators are allowed, a circuit with depth that grows with system size is necessary to generate symmetry protected topological states from a product state.
Therefore, topological states are in this sense more entangled than topologically trivial states. But how entangled are they? In particular, we want to know how the circuit depth scales with system size if we are to create the state from a product state. In order words, we ask what is the quantum circuit complexity for creating the states. In two dimensions and higher dimensions, it has been shown that states with topological degeneracy require a linear depth circuit [6] . One might expect that states without topological degeneracy might be less entangled and can be generated with a sublinear circuit depth. However, as we show in this paper this is not the case, at least in one dimension.
In particular, we demonstrate that: To generate one dimensional gapped topological states (with symmetry) from product states, the depth of the (symmetric) quantum circuit needs to scale linearly with system size. The Majorana chain [18, 16] is an example of topological states in one dimension without topological degeneracy and we show that a linear depth fermionic circuit is necessary for its creation. For all the symmetry protected topological states, we show that linear depth is required as long as symmetry is preserved. In particular, we prove that the string order parameter [12, 27, 4] which distinguishes between topological phases remains invariant under sublinear depth circuits. In all cases, we give an explicit linear depth circuit which accomplishes the task.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we review the basic notions of gapped quantum phases and how one dimensional gapped topological phases are classified with quantum circuits. In sections 3 and 4 we study prototypical examples of one dimensional topological phases: the Majorana chain in fermionic system and the Haldane chain with Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry in bosonic (spin) system. We present explicit linear depth circuits creating the topological states from product states and also prove that linear depth is the lower bound. For the Majorana chain, the circuit is composed of fermionic local unitaries and for the Haldane chain with Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry, the circuit is composed of symmetric local unitaries. For general one dimensional topological phases, this result can be established in a similar way but with more complicated techniques, which we detail in appendices D and E. Section 5 is for conclusion and discussion of implications of our result.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review the basic notions of gapped topological phases and quantum circuits and introduce necessary notations. For gapped Hamiltonians, the notion of phase is defined as follows [28] : Definition 1. Two gapped local Hamiltonians H 0 and H 1 are in the same phase if and only if there exists a smooth path of gapped local Hamiltonians H(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 such that H(0) = H 0 and
Remark. This definition is quite standard in condensed matter physics: one can show that the ground state |ψ(t) of H(t) (hence the expectation of any local operator ψ(t)|Ô|ψ(t) ) changes smoothly along any smooth path of gapped Hamiltonians [15] . Conversely if such a path does not exist and the gap closes at some point, then the ground state will be singular at that point.
Two states |ψ 0 and |ψ 1 are in the same phase if there exist gapped local Hamiltonians H 0 and H 1 such that (i) |ψ 0 and |ψ 1 are the ground states of H 0 and H 1 , respectively; (ii) H 0 and H 1 are in the same phase. In fact, gapped phases can be defined purely in terms of ground states, without referring to their Hamiltonians at all. To do this, we need quantum circuits.
Definition 2.
A local unitary quantum circuit of depth m is a layered structure of local unitary quantum gates:
where in each layer k the supports of the local unitary operators C (k) i k 's are pairwise nonintersecting.
It was observed that Theorem 1. Two gapped ground states |ψ 0 and |ψ 1 are in the same phase if and only if there exists a constant depth local quantum circuit C, such that |ψ 1 = C|ψ 0 .
Remark. This observation was discussed in [7] with more precise definitions given in [15, 5] . To highlight the physics, here we temporarily ignore the issue of precision, which will be treated fully rigorously in appendix B.
One can also consider the above scenario in the presence of a symmetry.
Definition 3. Two symmetric gapped local Hamiltonians H 0 and H 1 are in the same symmetry protected topological (SPT) phase if there exists a smooth path of symmetric gapped local Hamiltonians H(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 such that H(0) = H 0 and H(1) = H 1 . Based on this observation, one dimensonal (1D) gapped phases have been classified [26, 8, 11, 30] . In particular, it was found that in one dimensional bosonic systems without symmetry there is no topological phase. In one dimensional fermionic systems without extra symmetry (beyond fermion parity which is always preserved), there is one nontrivial phase-the Majorana chain with Majorana edge modes. In systems with extra symmetry, there are SPT phases with gapless edge states carrying projective representations of the symmetry group.
The (symmetry protected) topological phases cannot be connected to topologically trivial states, in particular a product state, through constant depth (symmetric) local quantum circuits. So our question is: what is the circuit depth necessary to do this mapping? As we are going to show below, a linear depth circuit is necessary. In particular, using string order parameters which distinguish between different topological phases, we show that: Theorem 2. Let |ψ and C|ψ be two gapped ground states of 1D systems (with possible symmetries), where C is a (symmetric) local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ and C|ψ are in the same (symmetry protected) topological phase.
Remark. Our results suggest the following dichotomy picture. Ground states of gapped local Hamiltonians are connected by local quantum circuits of either constant or linear depth, depending on whether they are in the same phase.
Majorana chain
In this section we consider 1D fermionic systems and in particular study the Majorana chain [18, 16] . In the absence of any symmetry, the Majorana chain with Majorana edge modes is the only topological order in 1D. There are two phases. We show that ground states in different phases can be connected by a local quantum circuit of linear depth (up to some reasonably small error). We also prove a linear lower bound on the circuit depth that is necessary to connect ground states in different phases.
The Hamiltonian of the Majorana chain with the antiperiodic boundary condition reads
where a i and a † i are the fermion annihilation and creation operators. Define two Majorana fermion operators for each pair of (Dirac) fermion annihilation and creation operators: 
j=1 C (j) be a 2-local quantum circuit of depth (N − 1). It is straightforward to check that C (j) 's are unitary; moreover, |φ 1 = C φ |φ 0 and H µ=0 = C φ H µ=+∞ C † φ . As |ψ i and |φ i are in the same phase, one can construct a local quantum circuit C i of constant depth appendix B such that ψ i |Ô|ψ i − ψ i |Ô|ψ i < for any local operator
Proposition 2. Let |ψ and C|ψ be two gapped ground states in 1D fermionic systems, where C is a local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ and C|ψ are in the same phase.
Proof. Consider the string order parameter a † [4] . Fortunately, in the present case the Jordan-Wigner transformation simplifies the presentation:
where σ − k and σ + k are the spin lowering and raising operators. It maps the Majorana chain (2) to the spin-1/2 transverse field Ising model with a twisted boundary condition
moreover, it maps the aforementioned string order parameter to σ [21] demonstrates that a local quantum circuit C of sublinear depth cannot generate long-range order, i.e., lim N →+∞ ψ|C † σ x 1 σ x N/2 C|ψ c = 0 for any state |ψ with lim N →+∞ ψ|σ x 1 σ x N/2 |ψ c = 0. Thus it suffices to show that any local unitary operator in 1D fermionic systems remains local after the (nonlocal) Jordan-Wigner transformation (3). As a physical requirement, any (local) operator in fermionic systems should preserve fermion parity e
; hence the nonlocal strings j σ z j in (3) always cancel (in the case that a local operator in 1D fermionic systems crosses the boundary, there can possibly be a trivial additional factor
Haldane chain
Let's return to 1D spin systems. In the absence of any symmetry, all 1D gapped local Hamiltonians are in the same phase [8, 30] . The structure becomes rich in the presence of symmetries. In this section we study the Haldane chain protected by on-site Z 2 × Z 2 symmetry, which is the simplest example of SPT order. There are two phases. We show that ground states in different phases can be conncected by a local quantum circuit of linear depth (up to some reasonably small error). We also prove a linear lower bound on the circuit depth that is necessary to connect ground states in different phases.
Symmetry protected topological phase
We briefly review the notion of SPT order in 1D, which is classified by gapless edge states carrying projective representations of the symmetry group.
Definition 5.
A projective representation of a group G is a mapping u from G to (unitary) matrices such that u(
The gauge degree of freedom u(g) → e iφ(g) u(g) leads to an equivalence relation between ω's:
and thus an equivalence relation between projective representations. Defining u 1 ⊗ u 2 as the "sum" of two projective representations u 1 , u 2 , the equivalence classes of projective representations form an Abelian group isomorphic to the second cohomology group H 2 (G, U (1)). Appendix A contains a more detailed review of projective representations. It was found that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 1D SPT phases and the equivalence classes of projective representations and hence the set of SPT phases is also an abelian group. The projective edge states can be easily seen from the matrix product representation of the SPT ground states. In 1D spin systems, a matrix product state (MPS) takes the form Figure 1 (a)
where d is the dimension of the local Hilbert space, and A
Using the gauge degree of freedom
X k , any normalized MPS can be transformed to the so-called canonical form [24] such that E k (I) = I and E * k (M k−1 ) = M k , where I is the identity matrix, and M k with trM k = 1 is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix tr [k+1,n] |MPS MPS| (tr [···] denotes the partial trace over the degrees of freedom in the interval). Ground states of 1D gapped local Hamiltonians are efficiently approximated by MPS with small bond dimension [3, 13, 32] .
Ground states of gapped local Hamiltonians are short-range correlated in the sense that all connected correlation functions decay exponentially at large distance [14] . An MPS is short-range correlated [7] if and only if for any X 1 , X 2 and j ≤ k there exist constants c 1 , c 2 such that
Graphically, in the tensor network Figure 1 (b) X 1 can be replaced by c 1 I up to error e −O(k−j) ; as an immediate consequence, X 1 can be replaced by any matrix up to a multiplicative factor and an exponentially decaying additive error. In the case that A (k) i k 's are site-independent (and |MPS is translationally invariant), (7) is equivalent to the condition [10, 24] that the second largest eigenvalue ν 2 of E k (in magnitude) is less than 1, and the left-hand sides of (7) 
The classification of 1D (SPT) phases is based on short-range correlated MPS. In the absence of any symmetry, all 1D gapped local Hamiltonians are in the same phase [8, 30] . Let U be an on-site unitary representation of a symmetry group G such that
where U ij (g)'s are the matrix elements of U (g) in the computational basis. e iθ(g) is a 1D representation of G; it can be effectively eliminated via blocking sites unless G has an infinite number of 1D representations [8] ; here we drop e iθ(g) for simplicity. V k (g) is a projective representation of G; the equivalence class of V k (g) is site-independent and labels the SPT phase of |MPS . Hence SPT phases are classified by the second cohomology group H 2 (G, U (1)) [8, 30] in the presence of the on-site symmetry U . 1D SPT phases can be detected by nonlocal order parameters. In the case that the symmetry group G is abelian, there always exists a set S of string order parameters such that |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 are in the same SPT phase if and only if for anyÔ ∈ S, ψ 1 |Ô|ψ 1 and ψ 2 |Ô|ψ 2 are either both zero or both non-zero in the thermodynamic limit N → +∞ [27] . In the case that G is non-abelian, a different (and more complicated) type of nonlocal order parameters can be designed [12, 27] .
Quantum circuit complexity of the Haldane chain
As all 1D gapped local Hamiltonians are in the same phase in the absence of any symmetry [8, 30] and the second cohomology group H 2 (Z n , U (1)) is trivial, the simplest nontrivial case in 1D spin systems is G = Z 2 × Z 2 . There are 2 phases (the number of elements in H 2 (Z 2 × Z 2 , U (1)) is 2): the trivial SPT phase and the Haldane (nontrivial SPT) phase [8, 30, 26] . Here we fix the on-site unitary representation U = 1, e iπS x , e iπS y , e iπS z as π rotations around the x, y, z axises in a spin-1 chain.
The renormalization group (RG) fixed-point state is the simplest and most representative ground state in an (SPT) phase. Starting with an arbitrary ground state in the (SPT) phase, we obtain the RG fixed-point state Figure 2 (a) by successively removing short-range entanglement [33, 7] . 
In the thermodynamic limit N → +∞ the string order parameter S Proposition 4. Let |ψ and C|ψ be two symmetric gapped ground states in 1D spin-1 systems with Z 2 × Z 2 on-site symmetry represented by 1, e iπS x , e iπS y , e iπS z , where C is a symmetric local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ and C|ψ are in the same SPT phase.
Proof. We prove that C|ψ is in the trivial SPT phase if |ψ is a Z 2 × Z 2 symmetric MPS in the trivial SPT phase. Without loss of generality, assume C is a Z 2 × Z 2 symmetric 2-local quantum circuit of depth m < N/4. Figure 3 shows that 
where supp denotes the support of an operator; moreover, C l and C r are Z 2 × Z 2 symmetric: e.g., Therefore C|ψ is in the trivial SPT phase.
Conclusion
To summarize, we have quantified the entanglement in one dimensional topological states with quantum circuit complexity. In particular, we have shown that a linear depth circuit is necessary to create the topological state starting from a product state. If the topological state is symmetry protected, then the circuit we use has the same symmetry. Our result also indicates that a linear depth circuit is necessary to map between states in different topological phases. This result is useful not only conceptually but also operationally as a guide to experimental efforts in realizing the topological states. Although our proof is for one dimensional phases, we expect that this result applies more generally. As has been shown, topological phases in two and higher dimensions with topological degeneracy have linear circuit complexity. We conjecture that this is also true for topological phases without topological degeneracy, including the integer quantum Hall state, the p-wave superconductor and the E 8 state.
Even more generally, we can ask, what is the quantum circuit complexity of ground states in gapless phases or at critical phase transition points? Topological properties have been discovered in gapless and critical systems as well and entanglement is essential for their existence. We hope that quantum circuit complexity could provide more insights into the many-body entanglement structure in such strongly correlated gapless/critical systems and their connection/difference with the gapped ones. 
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Appendix A Projective Representation
Matrices u(g) form a projective representation of a symmetry group G if
Here ω(g 1 , g 2 )'s are U (1) phase factors, which is called the factor system of the projective representation. The factor system satisfies
for all g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ∈ G. If ω(g 1 , g 2 ) = 1, the projective representation reduces to the usual linear representation.
A different choice of pre-factors for the representation matrices u (g) = β(g)u(g) will lead to a different factor system ω (g 1 , g 2 ):
We regard u (g) and u(g) that differ only by prefactors as equivalent projective representations and the corresponding factor systems ω (g 1 , g 2 ) and ω(g 1 , g 2 ) as belonging to the same equivalence class [ω] . Suppose that we have one projective representation u 1 (g) with factor system ω 1 (g 1 , g 2 ) of class [ω 1 ] and another u 2 (g) with factor system ω 2 (g 1 , g 2 ) of class [ω 2 ]. Obviously u 1 (g) ⊗ u 2 (g) is a projective presentation with factor system ω 1 (g 1 , g 2 )ω 2 (g 1 , g 2 ). The corresponding class [ω] can be written as a sum [ω 1 ] + [ω 2 ]. Under such an addition rule, the equivalence classes of factor systems form an Abelian group, which is called the second cohomology group of G and denoted as H 2 (G, U (1)). The identity element 1 ∈ H 2 (G, U (1)) is the class that corresponds to the linear representation of the group.
Appendix B States in the same phase: constant depth
We give a rigorous mathematical formulation of the statement [7] that gapped ground states in the same phase are connected by a local quantum circuit of constant depth.
Lemma 1 ([31]). Let H(t) and H (t) be two time-dependent Hamiltonians with H(t)−H (t) 2 ≤ δ.
Then the (unitary) time-evolution operators U (t) = T e
where T is the time-ordering operator. (16) be the (unitary) time-evolution operator in the interaction picture such that U (t) = U (t)U I (t).
Proof. Let
whereÔ(t) = U † (t)ÔU (t) is the operatorÔ in the Heisenberg picture. As supp Ô (0) = {1}, a variant [6] of the Lieb-Robinson bound [21] 
. Similarly using Lemma 1 in the last step,
Finally, Proof. By definition, there exists a smooth path of gapped local Hamiltonians H(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 such that |ψ 0 and |ψ 1 are the ground states of H(0) and H(1), respectively. The quasiadiabatic continuation [15] defines a smooth O(ln(1/ ))-local Hamiltonian H (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 such that ψ 1 |Ô|ψ 1 − ψ 0 |U † (1)ÔU (1)|ψ 0 < /3 for any local operatorÔ with Ô 2 ≤ 1. We approximate the time-dependent Hamiltonian H (t) by the piecewise time-independent Hamiltonian H (t) = H ([rt]/r) with sufficiently large r = O(1). Without loss of generality, assume
Hamiltonian with the open boundary condition and supp Ô = {1}; then H (t) =
for sufficiently large
As H (t) is piecewise time-independent, without loss of generality we assume H (t) is time-independent. Let [35] , and the first-order Trotter decomposition is given by
C is a 2-local quantum circuit of depth 2s. Let L = O(1) be a cutoff and define
Similarly,
C L is also a 2-local quantum circuit of depth 2s. The standard error analysis of the Trotter decomposition leads to
for sufficiently large s = O(1). C = T e −i similarly,
The proof of Theorem 3 is still valid in fermionic systems and/or in the presence of symmetries. Conversely, it has already been proved rigorously in [7] that Theorem 4. Let |ψ be a (symmetric) ground state of a gapped local Hamiltonian. Then for any (symmetric) local quantum circuit C of depth O(1), C|ψ is also a (symmetric) ground state of a gapped local Hamiltonian; moreover, |ψ and C|ψ are in the same (SPT) phase.
We obtain the main result of [23] as an immediate corollary of Theorem 3. Proof. First |ψ can be expressed as an MPS with bond dimension e O(N ) in the canonical form [34] 
where Λ k = √ M k is the diagonal matrix of the Schmidt coefficients. Then Λ k is truncated to Λ k by only keeping its D largest (diagonal) elements such that rankΛ k ≤ D. Clearly the MPS
is of bond dimension D. We restore the normalization condition MPS|MPS = 1 by rescaling Λ k 's. Without loss of generality, assume supp Ô = {1}. Let l = O(1) be a cutoff and define
with MPS l |MPS l = O(1). As |ψ is a 1D gapped ground state,
for sufficiently large D = O(1). Moreover, (7) Figure 1 (b) implies
for sufficiently large l = O(1). Indeed, the (non-zero) multiplicative factor cancels itself out as it appears in both the numerator and the denominator.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume |ψ 0 is in the trivial SPT phase. Refer to Figure 2 and modify the caption (a) slightly to "The RG fixed-point state |φ 1 in a nontrivial SPT phase [33, 7] . There are two spins (dots) on each site (dashed circle). They form singlets (solid lines) with the spins on neighboring sites. The on-site symmetry is decomposed as U = V ⊗ V −1 , where V is precisely the projective representation that labels the SPT phase of |φ 1 ." Let |φ 1 Figure 2 (a) and |φ 0 Figure 2(b) be the RG fixed-point states in the nontrivial and the trivial SPT phases, respectively. |φ 1 can be transformed to |φ 0 by applying (N − 1) 2-local "swap" gates sequentially Figure 2 (c). These quantum gates are symmetric with respect to any on-site symmetry and form a symmetric 2-local quantum circuit C φ of depth O(N ). As |ψ i and |φ i are in the same SPT phase, one can construct a symmetric local quantum circuit C i of depth O(1) appendix B such that ψ i |Ô|ψ i − ψ i |Ô|ψ i < for any local operatorÔ with Ô 2 ≤ 1, where |ψ i = C i |φ i . Finally,
Appendix E States in different phases: linear lower bound
It is straightforward to generalize the approach in section 4 to any abelian on-site symmetry. Indeed, the string order parameters provide a complete (incomplete) description of SPT phases with an abelian (non-abelian) on-site symmetry [27] . Fortunately, a different (and more complicated) type of nonlocal order parameters [12, 27] measures all gauge-invariant phase factors, which fully characterize projective representations.
Theorem 8. Let |ψ and C|ψ be two symmetric gapped ground states in 1D spin systems with an on-site symmetry group G represented by U , where C is a symmetric local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Then |ψ and C|ψ are in the same SPT phase.
Proof. The simplest gauge-invariant phase factor is V (g 1 )V (g 2 )V (g
2 ) for g 1 , g 2 ∈ G with U (g 1 )U (g 2 )U (g 2 ) = 1, where V is the projective representation that labels the SPT phase of |ψ . However, to simplify the illustration we pretend that V (g 1 )V (g 2 ) with U (g 1 )U (g 2 ) = 1 is a gauge-invariant phase factor (the reasoning below is valid for any gauge-invariant phase factor). We briefly review the construction of the tensor network (nonlocal order parameter) that measures this gauge-invariant phase factor (see [27] for details). The tensor network consists of three domain walls. As |ψ is short-range correlated (7) Figure 1(b) , it makes sense to talk about the phase factor given by each domain wall; the overall phase factor is the product of the phase factors given by the domain walls. The domain wall in Figure 4(a) gives the phase factor V (g 1 )V (g 2 ). Two additional domain walls (not shown) are O(N ) sites away; they restore the periodic boundary condition and give no nontrivial phase factors. Graphically, we show that the overall phase factor is invariant up to a symmetric local quantum circuit of sublinear depth. Indeed, "the phase factor given by each domain wall" still makes sense Figure 4 (b) and is invariant Figure 5(a) .
Remark. The time-reversal symmetry is not an on-site symmetry as the antiunitary time-reversal operator cannot be expressed as the tensor product of local operators. Using the trick in [27] , the time-reversal symmetry can be effectively treated as an on-site symmetry. Hence Theorem 8 also holds for the time-reversal symmetry. [27] . Take four copies of an MPS: two copies above and two copies below (tensors in the copies below are complex conjugated as in Figure 1(b) ); contract them via a permutation to the left and via the symmetry operations U (g 1 ), U (g 2 ) to the right of the domain wall. The phase factor V (g 1 )V (g 2 ) is given by the ratio of the tensor network on the left-hand side to the tensor network on the right-hand side. (b) The (unfilled) local quantum gates outside the causal cones (dotted lines) of the domain walls can be removed, as they are symmetric. Then we merge the (filled) local quantum gates inside each casual cone into one symmetric quantum gate (rectangle) of sublinear support. Figure 5 : (a) The phase factor given by each domain wall is invariant up to a symmetric local quantum circuit C of sublinear depth. Without loss of generality, assume C is a 2-local circuit of depth 1 such that all rectangles in the tensor networks, which correspond to the rectangles in the second line of Figure 4 (b), are symmetric 2-local quantum gates. In particular, the 1st rectangle (from above to below) acts on the 3rd and 5th vertical lines (from left to right); the 2nd acts on the 4th and 6th; the 3rd acts on the 4th and 5th; the 4th acts on the 3rd and 6th. All other crossings between rectangles and vertical lines should not be there if we drew the tensor networks in 3D rather than 2D. We use (8) Figure 1 (c) in the 1st, 2nd, 4th steps; the symmetry of the rectangles in the 1st and 5th steps; Figure 5 (b) in the 3rd and 5th steps; the condition U (g 1 )U (g 2 ) = 1 in the 5th step. (b) This is a consequence of (7) (8) Figure 1(b)(c) .
